A polarization Cu K-edge x-ray-absorption near-edge structure study has been carried out on Pr2-.,Ce.,Cu04 single crystals. The spectra for x-ray polarization vector E nearly parallel to the crystal c axis suggest that electrons contributed by Ce doping are initially localized at the Cu site.
The observation of superconductivity in Ce-and Thdoped L2Cu04 (L Pr, Nd, Sm, and Eu)' has attracted considerable attention to these materials. The negative Hall coefficient and Seebeck coefficient ' of these materials indicate that conduction takes place through electrons which difl'ers from the hole conduction observed in other high-T"copper oxide superconductors. Ce L3 x-ray absorptions ' and Ce 3d emission '2 experiments show that the Ce valence in the superconductors is formally tetravalent, which supports electron doping. X-ray absorption experiments at the Cu K edge ' " and L3 edge all suggest that electrons are doped at the Cu site. The interpretation of the Cu K-edge x-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) data has been controversial regarding whether the electron doping creates Cu'+ or it is a bandlike effect. Photoemission s'0" and electron energyloss'2 spectroscopy studies concerning the observation of a Cu 3d'0 configuration have not reached general agreement. The existing experimental results seem to point to electron doping to the Cu site. Disagreement still exists regarding the importance of local effects versus bandlike efl'ects and thus questioning the states of the doped electrons. Part of the disagreement among different spectroscopy studies may rise from a possible Cu20 impurity phase difficult to detect in small particle form that can exist in the "reduced" superconductors.
In addition, the interpretation of Cu XANES data on powdered samples suffers from the fact that the power spectrum consists of strongly varying contributions from different orientations with respect to the x-ray polarization.
In this paper, we report a study of polarization Cu K- Fig. 4(b) by an arrow pointing downward. Within such a picture, the upper unoccupied band will shift down and eventually join the states that pile up near the Fermi level as the Ce doping level increases [ Fig. 4(c) 
